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“ If the Widow Boggs had not been a ve-> that sweet man, Mr. M’Phun. it was too door of the meeting-house just flung open,
ry lovely and wealthy widow, had she not( Ibad ; but then, how much was in the scale ? and the congregation issuing forth en masse.
possessed the eyes, lips, hips, ancles & joint What would the widow say if I declined ? Is .it any wonder if I remember no more ?
ures aforesaid, 1 honestly avow that not What would she think ? I well knew that There I was, the chosen one of the Wid
the charms of that sweet man, Mr. M’Phun’s 1the invitation meant nothing less than a full ow Boggs—the elder elect—-the favoured
eloquence, nor even the flattering distinction <dress parade of me before her friends, and friend and admired associate of Mr. M’Phun,
p.,v
in store for me, would have induced me to 1that to decline was perhaps to forfeit all my taking an airing on a summer’s evening on
Interest will be charged on ali subscriptions’' which ' s|ow, tiwy
j |n |iave mel t|ieir malc|K
the back of a drunken Irishman. Oh I the
in that quarter for ever.
prolong the suit. However, I was not go- hopes
I
ur l)oc'or. M;t; ,remain unpaid at the expiration of the year, no i
/z 'r>,. . , , ._ . _
_> .
thought was horrible ; and, certainly, the
“ ‘ Any answer, sir,’ said the waiter ?
“ Disappointed, as we undoubtedly felt ing
i to despair when in sight of land. The
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
“ ‘ Yes,’ said I, in a half whisper, ‘ I’ll short and pithy epithets by which I was
lisher, Until ali arrearages are paid.
I at the little enthusiasm that marked our en- widow
was evidently softened ; a little time
<
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for i tree, we still resolved to persist in our o- longer,
characterised in the crowd, neither improved
Jalefa;d
and the most scrupulous moralist, go
| ; tell the servant, I’ll go.’
|
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount |
7J)f death
“ At this moment my tender epistle was my temper nor assuaged my wrath ; and I
most rigid advocate for employing time
riginal plan, and accordingly, early the fol- the
i
charged for its insertion.
‘ 1 Staled coun^
could not have objected to my daily isubtracted from before me, and, ere I turned feel bound to confess that my own language
lowing morning, announced our ¡¡Mention of wisely,
,
overy knb; feB
system
of
courtship. It was none of your iround, had made the tour of half the table. was neither serious nor becoming. Tim,
giving
amateur
theatricals.
The
mayor
s
MISCELLANEOUS.
dying, ogling, hand-squeezing, waist I never perceived the circumstance, howev- ( however, car^d little tor all this, and pursued
ione-Vel)jUS| he
who called upon our colonel was the first to sighing,
s
oath-swearing, everlasting-adoring er,
< and, filling my glass professed my resolve ! the even ten ar of bis way, nor stepped till,
learn this,7 and received the information with pressing,
¡
10 himself credit, p
LIFE IN DERRY.
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half the circuitt of Ina
the nmil
wall, he
to
affairs,
with
an
interchange
of
rings
and
I sit to the last, with a mental reserve to having
pretty
much
the
same
kind
of
look
as
the
¡
”■» «f tiw,
By Charles O’Malley.
' 110 n,0.8t ener^lie!i8 r
me safe at my own door, adding,
my departure at th*1 very first op port u-' deposited
<
not a bit of it. It was confound- take
1
Archbishop of Canterbury might be suppos- lockets;
I
“ It is now about eight, may be ten years,
/Hermetic ?neame«'i -•
‘ he set me down, “ Oh ! uv you’re as
like a controversial meeting at the Ro nity. Ormond end the Paymaster quitted the ?_3
i
■’.7lned l‘h oon< . since, that we were ordered to march from ed to assume, if requested by a friend to ride edly
every evening, it’s a wheelbar
!
for the Derby. The incredulous expression tunda, and I myself had a far greater resem room for a moment, as if to give orders for throublesome
5 llt* you must half»
Belfast, and take up our quarters in Lcndonrow
I
’
ll
be
obleeged
to bring for you.”
a
broil
at
twelve,
and
now
all
seemed
to
i
[,f lh,e teeth ana L
blance to Father Tom Maguire than a gay
We had not been more than a few . of the poor man’s face, as he turned from
■ll'vnly makea hii‘| derry.
“ The next day I obtained a short leave
promise a very convivial and well-sustained
i one of os to the other, evidently canvassing Lothario.
er 01 “is exislencejthj weeks altogether, in Ulster, when the order
'of absence, and, ere a fortnight expired, ex
“ After all, when mess-time came, when party for the night.
i in his mind, whether we might not, by some
mg folly !
* came '; and, as we had been, for the preceding
into the —th, preferring Halifax
“ ‘ Is that all arranged,’ inquired the ma- changed
<
the
roast
beef
played
and
we
assembled
at
|
special
dispensation
of
Providence,
be
all
in

Pour “purged”
two years, doing duty in the south and west,
itself to the ridicule that awaited me in Lon
dinner, and the soup and fish had gone jor ; as Ormond entered.
sane, I shall never forget.
■ andreth's Pi||s
,
we concluded that the island was tolerably
“ ‘ All right,’ said he ; ‘ and now let us donderry.”
the firm, elastic taf M
“ His visit was a very short one ; wheth round, with two glasses of sherry in, my
We opened our cam
bis countenance is [|; •the same in all parts.
er concluding that we were not quite safe spirits rallied, and a very joyous evening have a bumper and a song. Adjutant, old
1 full and sparklingJ paign in the maiden city, exactly as we had
Conflagration of the Stars.—The’astrocompany, or whether our notification was consoled for all my fatigues and exertions, boy, give us a chant.’
J and animation;¡5|; been doing with ‘ unparalleled success’ in
“ ‘ What shall it be, then,’ inquired 1, nomicai statement below is calculated to
and supplied me with energy fur the mor
lays to his bed,hullib Cashel, Fermony, Tuam, &c., that is to say, too much for his nerves, I know not.
“We were not to be balked, however; our row ; for, let me observe here, that I only anxious to\cover my intended retreat by any rouse the imagination even of the most
t'E BrandretijPu1(1{ p
we announced garrison balls, and private
phlegmatic.
>y injury being
plans for gaiety, long planned and conned o- made love before dinner. The evenings I appearance of jovialty.
nstead of being n< ''theatricals;offered a cup to be run for in stee ver, were soon announced in all form, and, reserved for myself, assuring Mrs. Boggs
“ ‘ Give us—
The World's End.—During the last two
be stronger, afterhei, ple chase; turned out a four-in-hand drag,
or three centuries, upwards of thirteen fixed
1 When I was in the Fusileers
though we made efforts almost superhuman that my regimental duties required all my
he attack: bocHsii ' with mottled grays ; and brought over two
Some fourteen years ago.’ ’
stars have disappeared. One of them, sit
in the cause, our plays were performed to time after mess hour, in which I was per
become purified, indk Deal boats to challenge the north.”
“ ‘ No, no, confound it, I’ve heard noth uated in thé Northern Elemisphere, present
empty benches, our balls were unattended, fectly correct ; for at six we dined ; at sev
)ld and impure Wij
“ The 18lh found the place stupid,” said
«vated, and he isnoth;
our pic-nic invitations politely declined, and, en I opened the claret No. 1 ; at eight I had ing else since I joined the regiment. Let us ed a peculiar brilliancy, and was so bright
¡les, but has renewed! we.
as to be seen by the naked eye at mid-day.
in a word, all our advances treated with a uncorked my second bottle ; by half-past have the ‘ Paymaster’s Daughter.’ 7
“ To be sure they did ; slow fellows, like
“ ‘ Ah ! that’s pathetic ; 1 like that,’ lisp It seemed to be on fire, appearing at first of
eight 1 was returning to the sherry ; and, at
mrging with Brandrat them, must find any place stupid,
No din- cold and chilling politeness that plainly said,
a dazzling white, then of a reddish yellow,,
nine, punctual to the moment, I was return ed a young ensign.
1 We’ll none of you.’
r but the useless and, nersjbut they gave none.
No fun ; but
“ ‘ If I’m to have a vote,’ grunted out the and lastly of an ashy pale color. La Place
ing to my quarters on the back of my ser
“
Each
day
brought
some
new
discomfit

he body,—the modiiit .
they had none in themselves. In fact, we
hp blood; those In®
ure, and, as we met at mess, instead of vant, Tim Daly, who has carried me safely senior major,4 I pronounce for West India supposes that it was burned up, as it has
—they impede tie fe- knew better ; we understood how the thing having, as heretofore, some prospect of for eight years, without a single mistake, as Quarters.’
never been seen since. The conflagration
en they settle upwi was to be done, and resolved that, as a mine
“ ‘ Yes, yes,’ said half a dozen voices to was visible about sixteen months. How
pleasure and amusement to chat over, it the fox-hunters say. This was the way
hen they settle iiptii of rich ore lay unworked, it was reserved
we had in the —th ; every man was carried gether, ‘ let’s have West India Quarters. dreadful - A whole system on fire, the
eumatism ; or, upon i for us to produce the shining metal that oth was only to talk gloomily over our miserable
failure, and lament the dreary quartet's that away from mess, some sooner, some later ; Come, give him a glass of sherry, and let great central luminary and its planets, with
; or, upon the bipjd
ers, less
lr33 discerning, had failed to discover.
their plains, mountains, forests, villages, cit
.upon the intestine^
I was always an early riser, and went be him begin.’
our fates had doomed us to.
1 lining of the htt« Little we knew of the matter; never was
“ I had scarcely finished off my glass, ies, and inhabitants, all in flames, consumed,
“ Some months wore on in this fashion, times.
Were you ever
ralysis, and all tiuli there a blunder like ours,
« Now, although 1 had very abundant and cleared my throat for my song, when and gone for ever.
and at length—what will not time do ? — we
¡holy to the suffeien in Derry ?”
began, by degrees, to forgetour woes. Some proof from circumstantial evidence, that I the clock on the chimney-piece chimed half
“Never,” said the three listeners.
The wooden pavement.—A day or two
of us took to late hours and brandy and wa was nightly removed from the mess-room to past nine, and the same instant I felt a
humors from IheWj
“ Well, then, let me inform you, that the
hese complaints, aih
ter; others got sentimental, and wrote jour my bed in the mode I mention, it would heavy hand fall upon my shoulder ; I turn since Smith was holding forth at great length
In the
ise ; this is no mere® place has its own peculiar features.
nals, and novels, and poetry ; some few made have puzzled me sorely to prove the fact in ed, and beheld my servant, Tim. This, as to Jones, on the manifold excellencies of
ble truth, and each dr first place, all the large towns in the west
acquaintances
among the town’s people, any direct way ; inasmuch as, by half-past I have already mentioned, was the hour at the wooden pavement. “ Capital thing,
r and wide it is bw' and south have, besides the country neigh
and cut in to a quiet rubber to pass the nine, as the clock chimed, Tim entered to which Tim was in the habit of taking me Jones, excellent thing; what a pity that all
more appreciated.
borhood that surrounds them, a certain evening, while another detachment, among take me. I was very innocent of all that home to my quarters, though, we had dined the parishes don’t adopt it!” “'True,” re
ig may more depend
sprinkling of gentle folk, who, though with
»dnee sweetness W |i
which I was, got up a little love affair to was going on, and, except a certain vague an hour later, he took no notice of the cir plied Jones ; “ and so easily effected, too.
illy imagined. W small fortunes and not much usage of the while away the tedious hours and cheat the sense of regret at leaving the decanter, felt cumstance, but, true to his custom, he was A wooden pavement ; why, if only some of
produce sickness,^ world, are still a great accession to society,
behind my chair. A very cursory glance the parish authorities would but lay their
nothing whatever.
lazy sun.
n ; therefore the news and make up the blank which, even in the
“ It so chanced—what mere trifles are. at my ‘ familiar’ was quite sufficient to show heads together, all London might be cov
“ I have already said something of my
s seen.
most thickly-peopled country,would be sadly taste in beauty ; now, Mrs. Boggs was exact we ruled by in our destiny—that just as my me '.hat we bad somehow changed sides, for ered with it.”
exercise cannot
>E, the occasional» felt without them. Now,in Derry,there is none ly the style of woman I fancied.
She was suit with the widow had assumed its most Tim, who was habitually the most sober
Lawyer W. while entering his cold bed
A B SO LU T ELI iqis of this. After the great guns, and— per Bac- a widow ; she had black eyes — not your jet favorable footing, old General Hinks, that; of mankind, was, on the present occasion,
fthe Blood, the fob cho ! — what great guns are they ! You have
commanded the district, announced his com. exceedingly drunk, while I, a full hour be in a cold winter night exclaimed, 6 of all
black,
sparkling,
Dutch
doll
eyes,
that
roll
■ee from those impai. nothing but the men engaged in commerce ;
Over he> fore that consummation, was perfectly so- ways of getting a living the worst a man
its steady currents sharp, clever, shrewd, well-informed fel about and tremble, but mean nothing-?-no ; ing over to inspect our regiment.
could follow, would be going about town in
hers had a soft, subdued, downcast, pensive came accordingly, and, to be sure, we hadI ber.
morbid humors an
r mixed with it. Its lows; they are deep in flax-seed, cunning in look about them, and were fully as melting a day of it.
We were paraded for six mor•‘ ‘ What d’ye want, sir ?’ inquired I, with such nights as this and getting into bedfor
folks'
sisted through the» molasses, and not to be excelled in all that
a pair of orbs as any blue eyes you ever■ tai hours ; then we were marching andI something of severity in my manner.
has provided forte pertains to coffee, sassafras, cinnamon, gum
countermarching ; moving into line ; back
I
looked,at.
“
‘
Come
home,
’
said
Tim,
with
a
hiccup
i Offices in New' oakum, and elephant’s teeth.
A prudent master advised his drunken
rI he place is
“ Then, she had a short upper lip, andI again into column ; now forming open col- f
f, 185 Hudson site
servent to put up his money for a rainy day.
a rich one, and the spirit of commerce is felt sweet teeth ; by Jove, they were pearls 1! uinn, then into square ; till, at last, we be- that set the table in a roar.
nee and Houston^-,
“ ‘ Leave the room this instant,’ said I, In a few weeks after the master asked the
.Nothing is cared for, noth- and she showed them, too, pretty often.. gan to think that the old General was like
-th Eight Street, g throughout it.
feeling wrathy at being thus made a butt for man how much he had added to his store ?
h Charles Street. I ing is talked of, nothing alluded to, that does
I
the
Flying
Dutchman,
and
was
probably
Her figure was well rounded, plump, and
his offences,—‘ Leave the room, or I’ll kick V Faith, nothing at all,” said he, “it all
r Street.
* not bear upon this ; and, in fact, if you
To complete> condemned to keep on drilling us to the you out of it.’ Now this, let me add, in a went yesterday. I did as you bid me ; it
Green and Hudson^ haven’t a venture in Smyrna figs, Memel i what the French call nette.
all, her instep and ancle were unexceptiona• day of judgment. To be sure, he enliven- ■
Wood street.
timber, Dutch dolls, or some such commod ble, and lastly, her jointure was seven hund■ ed the proceeding to me, by pronounc- parenthesis, was somewhat of a boast, for rained very hard yesterday, and it all went !’
ity, you are absolutely nothing, and might red pounds per annum, with a trifle of eightl ing the regiment the worst-drilled and ap Tim was six feet three, and strong in pro
rib street.
An English Protestant paper, in men
as well be at a ball with a cork kg, or go thousand more, that the late lamented Boggs pointed corps in the service, and the adju portion, and, when in liquor, fearless as a
Market street.
tioning the conversion of an important Cath
tiger.
deaf to the opera.
tant
(me
!)
the
stupidest
dunderhead
—
these
bequeathed, when, after four months of un- I
street.
“ ‘ You’ll kick me out of the room ; eh ! olic functionary, says, “ be renounced the
“ Now when I’ve told thus much, i leave interrupted bliss, he left Derry for another 1were his words —he had ever met with.
will you ? Try: only try it; that’s all.” errors of the Roman church and embtaced
you to guess what impression our triumphal j world.
“
‘
Never
mind,
’
thought
I,
‘
a
few
days
ß from Count
those of Protestantism.”
entry into the city produced. Instead of
(b-eth's Pills.
“ When chance first threw me in the way imore, and its little I’ll care for the eighteen Here a new roar of laughter burst forth,
the admiring crowds that awaited us else-1
while
Tim,
again
placing
an
enormous
paw
manœuvres.
Il
’
s
small
trouble
your
eyes
of the fair widow, some casual coincidence i
has an EngravU'
where, as we marched gaily into quarters, *of opinion happened to raise me in her esti right or your left shoulders forward will on my shoulder continued, ‘ Don’t be sit “ Pa,” said a little fellow the other day,
“ wasn’t Job an editor ?” Why Sammy ?”
here we saw nothing but grave, sober-look- mation,
(
me. I’ll sell out, and with the Widow ting there, making a baste of yourself, when “ Because the Bible informs us that be bad
and I soon afterwards received an give
;
¡cato • eingr any
’ve got enough.
Don’t you see you’re
ing, and I confess it, intelligent-looking fa- .invitation to a small evening party at her Boggs and seven hundred a year —but no you
,
date that Pills sold I?
much trouble, and was a man of sorrow all
drunk.
ces, that scrutinized our appearance closely house, to which I alone of the regiment was imatter.’
the days of his life.”
¡•k County will be W1
enough, but evidently with no great appro- asked.
,
“ I sprung to my legs on this, and made
“ This confounded inspection lasted till
¡G’.EY, my on,y
teamboat Accidents.—By a report made
val^nd less enthusiasm. The men passed
“ I shall not weary you with the details half-past five in the afternoon ; so that our a rush to the fire-place, to secure the poker, to SCongress
r hv ordering W on hurriedly to the counting houses and the
during its late session, it appears
but Tim was beforehand with me, and seiz
mess
was
delayed
a
full
hour
in
consequence,
of
mv
intimacy
;
it
is
enough
that
1
tell
you
and Office,
that the whole number of steamboat accidents,
wharfs;
the
women,
with
almost
as
little
in

ing
me
by
the
waist
with
both
hands,
flung
and
it
was
past
seven
as
we
sat
down
to
■ i —BO S I ON.
T fell desperately in love. I began by visit- «
of a serious nature, which have occurred in
IN KENNEBbNl
terest, peeped at us from the windows, and ing twice or thrice a week, and in less than dinner. Our faces were grim enough as we me across his shoulders, as though I were a the United Slates since the introduction of
Walked away again. Ob! how we wished two months, spent every morning at her met together at first ; but what will not a baby, saying, al the same time, ‘ I’ll take steam navigation, is twq hundred and seventy& Co.;
)orl,by s. l-f.
for Galway; glorious Galway, that paradise house, and rarely left it till the ‘ roast beef’ good
dinner and good wine do for the surli you away at half-past eight to-morrow, uv two—as follows :
¡
eford, Mclotw“
of the infantry, that lies west of the Shannon. announced mess.
est party ? By eight o’clock we began to you’re as rampageous again. I kicked, I No. of Vessels.
Lives lost. •
tins;
Little we knew, as we ordered the band, in
feel somewhat more convivially disposed, plunged, I swore, I threatened, I even begged 103 Explosions and collapses of boilers... 886
“
I
soon
discovered
the
widow
’
s
cue
,
she
] Huntress;
lively anticipation of the gaieties before us was serious. Now, 1 had conducted all and, before nine, the decanters were per & implored to be set down; but, whether my 73 Striking on snags and sawyers......... 118
adbourne;
„
to strike up ‘ Payne’s first set,’ that, to the manner of flirtations in my previous life ; forming a quick step round the table, in a voice was lost in the uproar around me,or that 35 Shipwrecks, gales and collisions .... 473
ibbets ; Caleb & * ears
of the fair listeners in Ship Quay street,!i timid young ladies, manly young ladies, mu fashion very exhilarating, and very jovial to Tim only regarded my denunciations in the 34 Fires from various causes.................. 444
V &Wood!
the rumble of a sugar hogshead, or the crank sical, artistical, poetical, and hysterical. look at.
light of cursing, I know not, but he carried 27 Unascertained causes........................
Parks & Wilsom |
me bodily down the stairs, steadying him 272
of
a
weighing
crane,
were
more
delightful
“
‘
No
flinching
to-night,
’
said
the
senior
1921
Bless you, I knew them all by heart ; but
\ Cushing;
music.”
The returns show about 450 wounded.
never before had I to deal with a serious one major, ‘ we’ve had a severe day ; let us al self by one hand on the bannisters, while
, Sheldon IW’
with the other he held me as in a vice. I
“ By Jove,” interrupted Power, “ you are and a widow to boot. The case was a try so have a merry evening.’
Greatest number of lives lost at one time, by
quite right. Women are strongly imitative ing one. For some weeks, it was all very
“‘By Jove, Ormond,’ /cried another, had but one consolation all the while ; it was
Explosion—
this,
that,
as
my
quarters
lay
immediately
in their tastes. The lovely Italian, whose up-hill work ; all the red shot of warm affec ‘ we must not leave this to-night. Confound
iddick, George ».S
On
the
Pulaski,
coast of Carolina, in ’38.. 138
very costume is a natural following of a Rap tion, I used to poor in, on other occasions, the old humbugs and their musty whist par behind the mess-room, Tim’s excursion Cn the Oronoko, in the Mississippi, ’38 .. 130
would soon come to an end, and I should On the Moselle, Ohio River, in ’38.......... 120
hael, is no more like the pretty Liverpool was of no use here. The language of love, ty ; throw them over.7
>r Dennett;
damsel, than Genoa is to Glassnevin ; and in which I was no mean proficient, availed
‘-‘ ‘ I say, adjutant,7 said Forbes address be free once more ; but guess my terror to
By Collision—
ainuel Dougla^
yet, what the deuce have they, dear souls, me not. Compliments and flattery, those ing me ‘you’ve nothing particular to say to find that the drunken scoundrel, instead of On board the Monmouth, on the Missis
Merrill, L J’",
going,
as
usual,
to
the
left,
turned
short
to
with their feet upon a soft carpet, and their rare skirmishes before the engagement, were the fair widow this evening ; you’ll not bolt,
•5 Nathan EldeD’
sippi, 1837.................
300
the right hand, and marched boldly into
eyes upon the pages of Scott or Byron, to denied me; and I verily think that a tender I hope.’
’SoÄrllWll'(
By Fire—
do with all the cotton or dimity that ever squeeze of the hand would have cost me my
“ ‘ That he shan’t,7 said one near me, ‘ he Ship Quay Street. Every window in the The Lexington, in Long Island, Jan. ’40,
J & S.C.M
was printed. But let ns not repine : that dismissal.
must make for up his absence to-morrow ; mess-room was filled with our fellows, ab
about..................................
150
„ Dolton; M*’
solutely shouting with laughter. ‘ Go it, The Ben Sherrod, in the Miss., 1837.... 130
very plastic character is our greatest bles
“ How very slow” all this, thought 1, as, to-night we all stand fast.’
Tim
—
that
’
s
the
fellow
—
hold
him
tight
—
“ ‘ Besides,’ said another, ‘ she’s at meet
¡j. Newbegin,
By Foundering—
sing.”
at the end of two months’ seige, I still found
McLellan;
“ I’m not so sure that it always exists,” myself seated in the trenches, and not a ing by this. Old—what-d’ye-call-him—is never let go,’ cried a dozen voices, while The Home, on the coast of Carolina, ’37.100
the wretch, with the tenacity of drunken Of the 272 accidents, there occurred on the
tes McArthur
said the doctor dubiously, as though his own single breach in the fortress ; 1 but to be at fourteenthly before now.7
James Leave«,
Western rivers.....................
207
ness, gripped me still harder, and took his
“
‘
A
note
for
you,
sir,
’
said
the
mess
experience prompted otherwise.
sure, it’s the way they have in the north,
On the Eastern Waters and Lakes . . 65
way down I he middle of the street.
rvyer;
waiter,
presenting
me
with
a
rose-coloured
“ Well, go a-bead,” said the skipper, who and one must be patient.’
“It was a beautiful evening in July, a
272
evidently disliked the digression thus inter
“ While thus I was in no very sanguine three cornered billet. It was from la chère
¡oodwin ;
soft summer night, as I made this pleasing
The aggregate loss of property by these
rupting the adjutant’s story.
frame of mind as to my prospects, in reality Boggs herself, and ran thus : —
“ ‘ Dear Sir,—Mr. M’Phun and a few excursion down the most frequented thor disasters is estimated at about $6,000,000.
“ Well, we marched along, looking right my progress was very considerable, having
D 241 Broadway«15'
friends
are coming to tea at my house after oughfare in the maiden city ; my struggles
and left at the pretty faces—and there were become a member of Mr. M’Phun’s congre
“ Why is it, that nineteen twentieths of all
.
meeting,
perhaps you will also favor us with every moment exciting roars of laughter
gation.
1
was
gradually
rising
in
the
esti

plenty of them too—that a momentary curi
the surviving officers and soldiers, who
from
an
increasing
crowd
of
spectators,
who
your
company.
'"“■Sii osity drew to the windows ; but, although mation of the widow and her friends, whom
seemed scarcely less amused than puz- fought and bled for their country in the
Yours truly,
Eliza Boggs.’
we-smiled, and ogled, and leered, as only a my constant attendance at meeting and my
, zled at the exhibition. In the midst of a North Western army during the last war,
,
“
What
was
to
be
done
?
Quit
the
mess
newly arrived regiment can smile, ogle, or very serious demeanor had so far impressed
, I torrent of imprecations against my torturer, support’old Tippecanoe ?” say the people.
leer, by all that’s provoking, we might as that very grave deliberation was held wheth■ —leave a jolly party just at the jolliest mo- a loud noise attracted me.
I turned my “ Because they are British Whigs /” reply
well have wasted our blandishments upon er I should not be made elder at the nextt ment —exchange Lafitte and red hermit I head and saw—horror of horrors !—the the loco fuco organs.
y
age for a soirée of elders presided over by
the Presbyterian meeting-house that frown- brevet.

ed upon us, with its high-pitched roof and
round windows.
’'PPfechy i’
“ ‘ Droll people these,’ said one ; ‘ rayPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
i ther rum ones,’cried another; ‘the black
JAMES K. REMICH.
Oilice on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-House. 1 north, by Jove,’said a third; and so we
j went along to the barracks, somewhat disTERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
bes^H
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.- I pleased to think that,, though
o the 18th were
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Loss of Brig Florence, of New York,
ct Talk it over.”
public dinner was given to Caleb
andffty Lives. — Capt. M’Curdy, of brig
It
is
a
week
to
Election.
Every
whig
can
Cushing,
the able representative in Congress
Attention, which arrived yesterday from St.
do
much
good
in
that
lime
by
talking
with
from
Essex
North Congressional District, by
SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER
5,
1840.
Destruction of Indian Key by the Indians, Johns, N. F., has furnished Messrs. Topliff,
his neighbor, who is opposed to him politi the whigs of that district, at Newburyport, on
and the Massacre of the inhabitants /—In the following account of the melancholy
WHIG NOMINATIONS
cally, concerning the leading political ques the 28th tilt. Eighteen hundred persons par
dian Key — a small Island, about midway wreck of brig Florence, of New York.
tions ol the day, if the neighbor be disposed took of the repast. Mr. Cushing made a Cap
between Key West and Cape Florida, con The Florence sailed from the port of Boston
FOR PRESIDENT,
to do so coolly, calmly and candidly. Very ital speech on the occasion. Daniel Webster
taining a population of about sixty souls, last spring for Rotterdam, and was on her re
WILLIAM II. HARRISON few can now be found who are not willing to and Mr. Austin, Attorney General of the
white and black-—was visited by the Indi turn to New York.
The following disaster is one of those aw
ans, on the night and morning of the 6th
of onio.
converse upon the subject dispassionately. Commonwealth, also addressed lhe company
and 7th inst., who killed six persons, (all ful occurrences, of which the southeastern
44 The times are out of joint”—44 something is The County Convention was held the same
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
white) and burned every building except one coast of Newfoundland is often the scene.
wrong”—and it is the duly of every good cit day, at the same place. The procession
— lhe dwelling ofCharles Howe, Esq. The The brig Florence, of and for New York,
JOHN TYIÆR,
izen to find out the actual causes, and aid in numbered about 6000. Mr. Cushing, Mr.
killed were Dr. Henry Perrin, John A. Molt, Sam’l Rose, master, sailed from Rotterdam
OF VIRGINIA.
applying the remedy. During the last four Saltonstall, and Edward Kent of this State
Mrs. Mott, and two children, and James Jone 30, with a crew of 8 persons, and 79
years
the party in power have had complete addressed the meeting. The Atlas thus no
passengers.
Her
cargo
consisted
only
of
Stedman, a lad of some twelve years old.
For electors at large.
sway in the conduct of our national affairs. tices the remarks of the last named gentle
The rest of the citizens made their escape ballast and a few casks of wine. They were
ISAAC ILSLEY, of Portland.
Are they not accountable, then, for the de man :—
to Tea Table Key, about a mile from Indi favored with pleasant weather until nearly
ISAAC HODSDON, of Corinth.
ranged state of things ? Compare the state
an Key. The following extract of a letter up with the eastern part of the Banks of
“ Mr. Cushing was followed by Gov. Kent
FOR DISTRICT ELECTORS.
of the currency of the country ten years ago of Maine, who made his speech in reference
to the editor of lhe Charleston Courier, gives Newfoundland : after that they were assail
TRAFTON,> York.
ed with a succession of gales, attended with SAMUEL SMALL,
some particulars of this horrible butchery :
with its present situation—compare lhe annu to one of the many excellent banners display
for Cumberland.
ed on the occasion, that attracted great atten
fog and rain, up to the time of their ship JR™ K- GOODENOW,/or Ox/orrf.
al national expenditures ten years ago with tion. It represented Martin Van Buren sha
It appears, so soon as the alarm was giv wreck. On Sunday morning, August 9, the
ROBINSON,/>r Lincoln.
en by lhe yells of the Indians, Mr. House
FIJLLEBROWN, for Kennebec. the annual expenditures now—compare the ving Uncle Sam,—or rather the personifica
man on lhe look-out sang out 44 hard down JOSEPH HUSE,>
Waldo.
condition of the country as to business, pros tion of the Locofoco States, so closely as to
man and wife, and Mr. Howe, wife and five the helm, breakers ahead.”
The helm
P* OILMAN, for Penobscot.
children, were successful in making their es was immediately put alee, but before the THOMAS ROBINSON,/or Han.and Wash. pects, &c. with its present condition in these have already drawn blood in several places
and on the point of shaving oft' the nose of
cape to Tea Table Key, which is about one sails were taken aback, the brig struck the
respects—examine the leading measures of the unfortunate victims of his experiments.
for governor.
mile and a half. Dr. Perrin, wife and three rocks on her starboard side. A moment be
the administration and its supporters in Underneath the words, “ cheap shaving, only
children, remained in their house a short fore she was going at lhe rate of 7 or 8 miles
EDWARD EDM,
Congress and elsewhere—compare them with $39,000,000;” on the other side, 44 Amesbury
time, when lhe Doctor went to the cupola,
OF BANGOR.
per hour. She instantly filled and fell over
the
principles laid down in the constitution, and Salisbury can’t stand that shave.” Gov.
and spoke to the Indians in Spanish—but it
on her side. Immediately a scene of con FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS—YORK with the good old fashioned principles of Kent said he did not like to see the name of
is supposed they then shot him, for he was
his own State among the shaved ones now.
fusion and terror presented itself, the horror
COUNTY.
Washington, Jefferson and Madison.—En They had as good right to put Massachusetts
not again seen. His lady, with her two
of which can better be imagined than descri DANIEL GOODENOVV, of Alfred.
quire into the character, services and qualifi there with the Locofoco majority ot one. To
daughters and son, retreated to the Turtle
bed. Here the wife and husband bidding
Crawl near the house, watched their oppor
cations of the whig candidate for lhe Presi be sure Maine had been shaved by Van Bu
each other a last farewell ; the frantic moth
ren of her colonial trade, he was now trying
FOR SENATORS—YORK COUNTY.
tunity, and while lhe Indians were plunder er clasping her infant to her bosom, as if edency-expose lhe folly of the cant, and ver to shave off the sinkers of the lines of her fish
JOHN
SANBORN,
of
Limerick.
ing, started in a boat for an old hulk, lying
biage and one-sided statements of the office ermen, as well as to shave from her a portion
ven death should not separate them ; and THOMAS CARLL, of Hollis.
about two hundred yards from the Key,
holders, and the papers under their control of her territory. But she too was now prepar
some few who had no relations on board, JOHN L. LAWRENCE, of Kittery.
where they remained until daylight, when
—and then ask —Is he not “honest, capa ed to say with Amesbury and Salisbury, that
were endeavoring to secure what money they
they were taken away by a boat from Tea
she could stand that shave no longer.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
had by fastening it io their bodies ; but
ble and faithful to the constitution ?” and is
He closed by saying that the Locofocos
Table Key. Mr. John Mott, master of lhe
ARCHIBALD SMITH, of Alfred.
which, alas, proved the means of their de
he not deserving the support of the lovers of would find in her September election a sur
wrecking sloop Key West, with his wife and
struction, for (hat which they vainly thought
H A RRISONIAN PRINCIPLES.
render of Burgoyne—next November would
their country ?
two children, and his mother, retired, for the
would secure them a comfortable home in
come the taking of Yorktown.”
ONE PRESIDENTIAL TERM.
-------- “ Words have oft produc’d
purpose of secreting themselves in the pri
the fertile lands of the Far West, changed
Executive power and patronage confin
The noblest works.”
vy ; but, poor unfortunate people, they were
their destiny to an eternal home in death. ed within the limits prescribed by the Consti
Kentucky.—The votes, for Governor, at
soon dragged out, and Mr. Mott and his wife
ENGLISH LABORERS.
On attempting to swim to the land, the tution.
the
late election in this State, have been offi
were shot —the mother escaping to the wa
Economy in public expenditures.
44 Win. Holmes examined. —I am a poor la cially canvassed and stand thus
weight of the money sunk them to the bot
ter, by which she was saved. They then
R
igid accountability of public offi borer.
I have been employed in North
tom. Capt. Rose, with commendable cool cers.
Letcher (whig)
54.999
dashed out lhe brains of the two infants aTown five years. 1 have a wife and four
ness, commanded all to remain by the wreck
French (V. B.)
39,158
The
will
of
the
P
eople
,
expressed
children. My wages are 8s. per week (about
gainst the rocks, and left them with the corp
some means were devised to escape i through their constitutional representatives, $2.) Sometimes I have received 7s. and
ses of their parents. As lhe house of Dr. until
with safety. For this purpose the second I to be the law of the land.
majority
15.841
P. was burnt, his body was consumed in it. mate, Mr. William Robbs, of Springfield, The patronage of the general government three pints of cider. The latter was worth Is. Ini 1836 the Whig
whig majority was
3,520
6d.
I
now
receive
Is.
instead.
My
eldest
A lad about twelve years, brother to Mr. E.
not to be brought into conflict with the girl is employed occasionally, and then re
Smith, hid himself in the cistern of Mr. Mass., took the end of a line and sprang freedom of elections.
Whig gain
12,3211!
ceives 8d. per day. At present (hey can gel
from the vessel to a ledge which lay between
Houseman’s house—with a carpenter nam
The General Government to abstain from no employment. They consume six loaves
Returns of the members of the two branch*
her and the shore ; but at lhe time an over
ed Blocks —the latter was saved, but much
interfering in the domestic affairs of the of bread a week — made of second flour.—The es of the State Legislature show
whelming sea overtook him, and dashed the S
the followtates.
burnt; the lad perished in the flames. The
loafis7£d. In the week we consume 16d.
devoted sailor against lhe rocks, a mangled
No conscription law, or standing armies worth of potatoes. We have some times, in ing restili:—
only other person on lhe Key, at the time
W.
V. B.
the course of the week, l£d. of skimmed milk
of the attack, hurt was Mr Otis, a carpenter. corpse. Capt. Rose next attempted lhe on in time of peace.
Senate, (I vacancy,)
23
ly means of saving the lives of thos? on
14
The
same
currency
for
the
O
ffice-Hol and at other times half a dozen salt herrings,
He was wounded by a rifle ball, which has
House,
76
24
board. He was more fortunate,& reached ders as for the People.
at 8d. per doz. In the course of a month,
been extracted, and is doing well.
——
——
The encouragement of productive indus we might get 2 lbs. of meat at 5£d. per In.
the land in safely. The cresv were all sav
99
38
ed, with the exception of the second mate ; try, and the securing of fair wages to the Every two weeks we have a lb. of bacon at
ANOTHER SHOCKING ACCIDENT.
Whig majority on joint ballot 61.
but only 30 of the 79 passengers were saved laborer by the prudent use of a system of 7d—that and the fish last a fortnight. When
Steamboat James Gibbon blown up.—The by Capt Rose and the chief mate, Mr. CREDIT, AND THE RESTORING OF CONFIDENCE we have meat we don’t have bacon for three
Alabama.—The whigs of Alabama took a
weeks after. We have £ lb. cocoa a week, at
Richmond, (Va.) Star of Friday evening Schofield, at the imminent peril of BETWEEN MAN AND MAN.
3d. We cannot afford sugar. We have 1 long step toward attaining the ascendancy in
last says:—4 We have a painful duty to an their own lives.
(trWMTE ELECTION!
By the lime all were
nounce that the steam tow boat James Gib on shore who were saved, about three hours ([/^MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1840. lb. of salt at ¿d. We have j candles at 6<l. their State at lhe recent election. They eper lb. My rent is 2s. per week. I have not
bon was blown up this morning, about after -the brig struck, there were scarcely two
Are the Whigs—are ALL who are oppos bought any clothes for five years ; a gentle lected 13 Senators to 20 Locos, and 47 Rep
twenty five miles below Richmond, by the planks together : all was literally in splinters.
man gave me some old ones. When bread resentatives to 53 Locos—giving the latter a
bursting of lhe boiler. The Captain’s wife, Thus 37 were thrown ashore upon a barren ed to the present corrupt administration of the and potatoes were cheap, I could buy some majority of only 7 in the Senate, 6 in the
General
Government,
and
the
wild
and
per

two children and a servant, were dreadfully and to them an unknown part of the coast.
clothes but long as they remain as at present House and 13 in joint ballot. Last year the
scalded. Two of the hands are missing. Many were half clad, and most of them nicious schemes which it upholds—ready for I am certain I cannot. I sent a child to whigs elected 10 Senators and the Locos 23
One of the children, a little boy, five or six without shoes. Not a solitary biscuit was the contest ? Have- they determined, one school some time back, but coidd not afford
years old, died a short time after the acci saved. In this pitiable condition, they com and all, to attend at the Polls on the day of to pay 2d. per week.—Some years ago bread —33 Representatives and the Locos 67—giv
dent.—The others are considered out of menced their journey through thick woods the annual Election and cast their votes ? was cheaper, but wages were the same. ing a Loco majority of J3 in the Senate, 34
Bread has risen, but wages nor. I am in
danger.
The explosion is represented and swamps, and over bleak and rugged Have they reflected upon the fact that a debt seven week’ rent. I have been steadily in the House, and 47 in joint ballot. Differ
ence in favor of the whigs 34 ! ! Glory enough
as most terrific, the boiler being blown en hills, in hopes of finding some human habita single vote may be of the utmost importance employed for five years.”
for one election.
tirely out of the boat on to an ark which tion.
—may turn the scale—may change the ad
We thank lhe Democrat for the annexed
was in low, and the escape pipe was blown
For four days they continued their course,
Rhode Island.—The election for members
over in lhe woods. The sufferers were governed chiefly by the wind, the sun, moon ministration of our State Government,—and extract. It is just what we want. It shows
of
the State Legislature resulted as follows :
fully
sensible
of
this,
have
they
arrived
at
the
what
is
the
price
ot
labor
and
what
is
the
brought up to the city about eleven o’clock, and stars being obscured nearly all this time
W.
V. B.
by the steamboat Patrick Henry. The little by the fog and rain squalls, which latter conclusion, that if life and a sufficient degree condition of the laborer in the most liberal
Senators
10
0
child which died was dreadfully burned. were very frequent ; sometimes eating bark of physical energy to enable them to get to and enlightened of the 44 twenty-seven en
Representatives
49
23
We have not learned the probable origin of from the trees and what lew berries they the polls are granted to them on the /our- lightened despotisms of Europe” who were
this shocking catastrophe.
could find. On the morning of the 12th, al teenth, their votes shall be deposited in the consulted by President Van Buren in regard
59
23
9 o’clock, lhe weather cleared a little and ballot box for sound whigs and pure patriots to the operation of the Sub-Treasury system,
Awful. Catastrophe.— Our city was the they were enabled to see the Harbor and —that through the ballot box they will ex and the example of a majority of whom, to
Whig rnaj. on joint ballot 36
scene of an accident on Saturday afternoon, village of Renouse. When they entered press their disapproval of the measures of the
his shame be it spoken, he is endeavoring to
entirely unforeseen and attended with fear the village, its hospitable inhabitants wel
Vermont Election.—The election of
National and State Governments ? If so, compel lhe People of this country to follow.
ful loss of life. A few minutes before 5 o’ corned them with every thing their present,
State officers and members of Congress took
all
is
well
.
Each
man
is
prepared
to
per

The
laboring
man
in
England
fares
well
com

clock, the hour when steam boats leave this need demanded. Mr. Goodrich, of whose
place in Vermont on Tuesda^ last.
city for New York, a lunatic [James Cave- benevolence the crew and passengers speak form his whole duty and we may expect a pared with the laboring man in France, who
Returns from 61 towns show the following
glorious
result,
—
\f
not
the
triumphant
elec

no, Jin charge of two gentlemen from Oneida in the warmest terms of gratitude, gave
gets but 20 cents a day—in Italy who gets
county, came upon the State street bridge; them money and clothes, and furnished them tion of the whig nominee for Governor, at but 22—in Sweden or Bavaria who gets but result for Governor.
1840.
just as they leached the draw (made in the with a vessel to convey them to St. Johns, least such an increase of the whig vote as 15—in Germany or Belgium who gets blit
1839.
W. V. B.
W.
V. B.
centre of the bridge for the passage of canal the residence of the U. S. Consular Agent. shall encourage ns to labor with stout 12£—m Saxony who gets but 10—in South10,110 4,348 8,274 5,897
boats and other vessels) the lunatic, who At 9 P- M., on Saturday, the 15th, they hearts for the ascendency on the second of Holland who gets but 7£ and in West Flan
Net Whig gain 3,384! !!
had hitherto remained perfectly quiet, sud were landed at St. Johns. The news of November, and inspire us with well-ground
ders who gets but 2 cents a day. Let lhe Sub
“The Green Mountain State Forever!”
denly became furious and attempted to break their arrival soon brought to the shore rich
ed confidence that the day will be ours and Treasury system of the administration go into
away from the persons who had him in and poor, old and young, some thrusting
Another falsehood nailed.—A story
charge. They immediately endeavored to bread into the hands of lhe shipwrecked that the ten electoral votes of Maine will be operation in this country and the prices of la
handcuff him, and succeeded indeed in the strangers, and others taking the poor wretch given for Harrison and Tyler. Harrison bor must inevitably be reduced, and the labor was started in some of the Van Buren jour
effort, but during the struggle a large crowd es home with them. Nothing was spared Men of Maine ! are you ready ? We tiust the ing men brought down to lhe condition of the nals a few months since, and has been copied
collected around the party, and the draw, which pity could suggest to alleviate their response from all quarters will be—ay— English and other European laborers.
into the columns of all the administration pa
unable to bear the unusual weight, sudden wants or sufferings.
The Democrat intimates that the Protec pers, that John Davis, now a Senator in
ly gave way and precipitated nearly all the
tive Tariff, advocated by a portion of the Congress, and the whig candidate for Gov
Check Exists.
persons on it, besides two carts and a bag
whig party, would bring about in this country ernor in Massachusetts, manifested lhe utmost
The Outrage on the Rail Road.—We
gage waggon, with lhe horses attached, into alluded briefly yesterday, to a diabolical at
A law of the State requires that selectmen the state of things depicted in the testimony
joy in the public street in Worcester, in
the water beneath.
tempt made on Thursday night, to overturn of towns, &c. shall keep a check list on all quoted at the head of this article. This
As to the precise number who lost their the Locomotive and cars on lhe Philadel days when elections are held. We under every laborer knows is perfect nonsense. Ex 1814, on hearing of the capture of Washing
lives by this sad calamity, there is yet per phia and Trenton Rail Road, and thus to stand that this law is not regarded in all lhe perience has proved that such is not the ten ton by the British forces. Mr. Davis, in re
of the measure, but that the policy is ply to a letter addressed to him by several of
haps some uncertainty. It is supposed that peril the lives of several hundred passengers. towns in this county. It is very important dency
calculated to advance the prices of Labor and
there were from sixty to seventy persons on The English language is inadequate to con
Produce. There is no need, and no desire so his townsmen, under date of 18jh tilt, says the draw at the moment of the accident. vey in terms sufficiently strong, the indigna that this matter should be attended to. No far as we know, for a tariff of duties on arti 44 I assure you that there is not a word of
honest
man
of
either
party
can
object
to
lhe
Twenty-one bodies have been found, and, tion which so coldblooded an atrocity is
cles which cannot be grown or manufactured truth in the report to which you refer, nor
with one exception, identified. But there calculated to excite. It seems that after the measure.—The whigs should look out, too, extensively and with facility in this country any circumstances within my knowledge
are several caps & hats at lhe City Hall still New York train had passed on, and thus a- that minors are not permitted to vote. We —we need tax but few of the necessaries of life which can justify or palliate such a falsehood.”
unclaimed, some of which doubtless belong bout the time the Trenton train with the know of several instances where the office —mainly the luxuries. To this, certainly, the
poor man cannot object.--The question is
The Limerick (York co.) paper (hitherto
to persons who effected their escape.
Whig Delegates was expected to make its holders have handed in the names of such to soon
to be put to the People whether they
appearance, some wretches placed an old car ji the selectmen, to be entered on lhe list of will have a moderate and judicious Tariff’ or neutral) comes to us this week with the
A Rumor.—It is stated in one of the St. immediately across the road, and in such a voters.—Look out, too, for double-voting and
a direct Tax on land to support the national Harrison flag hoisted at its “ mast’s head.”
Louis papers that Mr. Ewinir, the Marshal of
position
that
it
could
not
be
seen
by
the
government Lay on a Direct Tax, to be This was altogetlif?r unexpected. The edi
fraudulent
voting
of
all
kinds.
If
there
is
Mississippi, has gone up the Ohio, on his way
paid
in specie,—afford no protection to do tor thus explains lhe matter
Conductor,
until
too
late.
It
was
smashed
an
appearance
of
wrong,
compare
the
votes
to Europe, a reputed defaulter to the amount
to pieces, and one or two of the back cars thrown with the check list. “ Ask nothing mestic manufactures and so throw our people
of half a million of dollars.
“ In the last number of the Village Register
were thrown off the road, but fortunately, no that is not right—submit to nothing that is out of employ—have an exclusive me we gave notice that a paper would shortly be
tallic
currency
and
so
reduce
the
price
issued from this office, “ entitled the Eastern
A dwelling-house was blown down, in lives were lost. Some boards were also ta wrong.”
of labor to mnepence or twenty cents a day— Star, to be devoted to lhe principles of the
Cambria county, Penn, on the evening of the ken oft a bridge near the same place. One
(and the V. B. men have all these things in Democratic party, and the measures of the
30th June, during a severe gale of wind passenger fell through and narrowly escaped
More Helf.—Eighteen citizens of Rum train)—and how long would it be before acre National and State administrations
but
which visited that section of the country drowning. The authorities of New Jersey
after acre of the poor man’s farm would be since that notice was given, we have aband
and the owner and three of his children were and the Rail Road Company, should make ford, Oxford county ; 17 citizens of Montville, sold
to pay his taxes and the rich, neighbor oned our original intention so far as respects
Waldo county, and one citizen of Otisfield,
crushed beneath the ruins.
an extraordinary effort to detect these offen Cumberland county, former supporters of the would.become the Noble and the poor“ man the political character of the paper contem
the Tenant ? This is not all fancy—there is
Symptomatic.—The Globe has commenc ders and bring them to justice. The high- ,administration, have avowed their convic too much of reality about it. Let the honest plated. Hitherto we have given our support
to the administration of Mr. Van Buren ; but
way
robber
who
boldly
demands
your
mon(
ed discussing Gen. Harrison’s Cabinet. This
ey or your life, is a magnanimous villian, ,tion, through the columns of the Argus-Re man look well to it, before, by supporting having ol late studiously examined his meas
looks very like giving up the ship.
Van Buren and his office holders, who are work ures and the measures of some oj his followers,
when compared with these cowardly, fiend vived, that Mr. Van Buren is not deserving ing
-V. K American.
night and day to keep themselves in power,
like, and wholesale assassins. This is strong .their support and their determination to aid they fasten upon the country a system which and believing them not to be in accordance
with Jeffersonian Democracy, we have deter
in
the
election
of
Harrison
and
Tyler.
Boundary Survey.—We learn from the language, but we believe that the case fully 1
may virtually beggar them and enslave their mined to renounce Van Burenism, and publish
Globe that Maj. James D. Graham, with authorizes it.—Philad. Inquirer.
children. It is lime to turn a deaf ear to the Eastern Star to be devoted to the cause
A Log Cabin was erected at Hillsborough, hearsay—to mere talk—and to demand fads
Lieuts. Lee. and Town, of the Topographi
of Harrison and Tyler.”
cal Engineers, are ordered on the survev of
Ol?*Bears are quite plenty in Piscataquis Highland county, Ohio, on the 30th ult. on —proof—black and white vouchers for the ar
Our neighbor of the Democrat does not
the due north line of the North East Boun county, in this State. Within three weeks two j which occasion twenty thousand citizens as guments made use of by partizans. If this seem to relish the 44 more help” which it
anor three have been killed in Foxcroft and one sembled. Several capital speeches were ,were done, none except the office-holders and
dary.™ Boston Daily Adv.
in Guilford,
dependents would be found on lhe side nounced with so much complacency a few
made on the occasion.
. their
of the administration.
| days ago.
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ISAAC HILL’S SPEECH

the true principles of the present Van Buren
AT ALFRED.
Mr. Hill’s 4th of July Address has at length
Democratic party.
COUGHS,5 COLßg
The speech of this champion of the Loco- BENONI COOK, JOSEPH SWEET
made its appearance in the Saco Democrat.
ncuc
^UCtion.
J"
®S,
It is about what we should have expected foco party has been published and extensive D. T. GOODHUE, N.S. DRAPER
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she was ugly about giving down her milk,
r
Influenza, Whooping Cough, spitting of
4. i hat all distribution acts were wrong, aged 21 years.
and swapped her for a pig. The pig was
TRese Pills are composed entirely of mate
Columbia Texas, July 18, Mrs. Elizabeth Blood, Croup, Hives, Palpitation of the Heart, rials
troublesome, difficult to drive and he soon and calculated to corrupt the States and the K.InCole,
extracted from Medical Plants, and war
aged
2o
years,
only
daughter
of
Wm
and
all
other
affections
of
the
Lungs
arising
swap|>ed the pig for a goose. The goose did ueople—(though he did not attempt to show 1. Vaughan of Portland.
ranted
not to contain one particle of mercury
from
colds.
‘
°
not answer his expectations, and he swapped why the money should be more corrupting in
R°xb!,r-V’ Mass. 1st inst, Mrs. Abigail, wife
N. B. Suitable directions accompany each or any mineral substance.
the goose for a grind stone. He then thought their hands than in the hands of the General of Mr. Richard Horn, formerly of Parsonsfield,
I might publish a volume of certificates
Boule signed by the proprietor, together
Me. aged 23.
his fortune was made forever ; that fie coul-i vrovern mein.)
but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
with
Certificates
of
cures,
&c.
5.
That
no
division
of
the
proceeds
of
the
go trudging about with his grind-stone and |
will recommend itself to ail who will make
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell 'JOHN KINGLEY.
grow rich by grinding knives for every body. saies of the public lands among the several
SHIP
JEWS.
States
ought
therefore,
to
be
made
or
allow

&
Thurston,
East-Thomaston,
Mo.
by
whom
But it so happened that while he was stoop
J hese Pills are put up in neat boxes of
ing down to drink, on the bank of a stream, ed t° be made by the National Government. KENNEBUNK, SEPTEMBER 5, 1840. orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills the
6
He
boasted
that
his
Van
Buren
friends
tended to. For sale, also, by the following price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
his grind-stone rolled from his back into the
in New Hampshire had attained to that hap
SAILED.
Agents :—Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex pills, price 25 cents.
deep water and sunk.
bept. 3—Schs. Grape, Walker, Boston ;
py state of Democratic purity and perfection,
ander Warren and Samuel Jordan ; Wells
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
Without intending to compare Mr.Ingham that
Moro,
Mitchell,
do.
they could now take strong and decided
Barak Maxwell, Erastus Littlefield and Geo’ the above pills in the United States-of
to a horse, or Mr. Duane to cow, or Mr. Tan ground
MEMORANDA.
in
favor
of
the
above
principles
and
E.
Baker
;
Yofk,
J.
Brooks
and
George
M
ey to a pig, or Mr. Woodbury to a goose, we
ley
ben ar‘ in an^ quantities, at
Ar. at Boston, 30th, ship Eli Whitney, Hard- freeman.
of the Van Buren party—that they
No 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
do think there is some resemblance between measures
ing, Liverpool, 18th July. Spoke, 24th ult., lat.
were
opposed
to
a
Tariff
—
opposed
to
a
Na1
August
21,1840.
ep
]
v
.
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
the sub-treasury and a grind-stone. Not that honal Bank—opposed to any division of the 23, Ion, 64, Salome, of Kennebunk, 21,000 fish.
of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Cid at Wilmington, N. C. 21st ult. brig Perse
it will grind knives, but it will grind men, and proceeds
of
Public
Lands
among
the
several
verance, Burnham, New York.
Gould
instead of yielding the golden fruits which Slates.
SPOKEN.
AS received a fresh supply of Chean
have been promised, it will sink the adminis
RO SACKS just received, and for sale
We understood Mr. Hill to distinctly lay < Aug. 16, lat. 25 10, Ion. 60 15, brig Overmann
tration.
warp. SHEETINGS aad Facmry
very low, by
down the above principles and doctrines, as i24 days from Philadelphia for Porto Rico Oso re
ported.)
'
.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Kennebunk-porl, Sept. 5, 1840.
Kennebunk, Sept. 5, 1840.
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MOFFAT’S VEGETABLE
LIFE MEDICINES. , .

THE RESURRECTION,
OR

PERSIAN PILLS.

\Goods!

■

Cheap .’.'.'BP. AND RUTH ’S

PILUS.

A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
TWlfo JASPER
JASPER GOSS
GOSS
I Ak proved by the experience of thousands to
MILO
TTASjXSed the Stock of Goods of be, when properly P««»’e«dDi’skaVk,

HESE Medicines are indebted for their
-------- 000—----.
ETERN 1TY •
name to their manifest and sensible ac
(f^In order that this valuanie
valuable
medicine
ff^In
memv.ui«
—
----------o- - ~ - roODS iust pur- all having the same origin, anu
shu^nothecoun.erfeited,
w.
h.ve_.
p!a<e
a large -^..oc.
“
.
.
...
.
..........
:.^0
.vci
tmvp.
a
iilate
tion in purifying the springs and channelssnouiu
or
HUI lie VUIIIHCIICHV..,
--.
~
Boston, which he offers to the
dyJMPURITYor IMPERFECT circula
What is eternity ? Can ought
it
life, and enduing them with renewed tone I representing a Persian scene, that is struck on chased
customers of G. D. Conant and the public' tion of the BLOOD.
Paint its duration to the thought ?—
* . bill, one
° ofl- which
t. accompanies
................. nan'iPSMC.
JO vigor.
».gui. aIn......
- J -------. each
eachl hoX.
box. CUStOineH
and
many
hundred certified . cases
Tell every beam the sun emits,.
1 which have been made public, and in a!- ; We (]eem unnecessary to publish a long list generally, al very low prices. The Stock con- 1 In a period of little more than three years in
the United Slates, they have restored to a state ot
When in subiirnest noon lie sits ;
most every species of disease to which the | of Cerl)ficate3, as they will neither add to nor sists in part oi
Tel! t ry ht-winged mote that strays
Eng. and Am. Prints from 6| to 34 cts. 1 health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
human
frame
is
liable,
the
happy
diminish
the
virtues
of
this
admirable
com¡ THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
Within its ample round of rays;
per yard ;
. .
MOFFAT’S LIFE FILLS AND PHENIX
incurable by physicians of the first rank and
Tell ai. the leaves and all the buds
Summer Cloth of all descriptions;
BITTERS
have
been
gratefully
and
public-I
Superior
to
the
Ilygean,
Brandreth
s,
Ev

That crown the gardens, fields and woods ;
standing, and in many cases when every other
Ladies
’
Blk.
and
White
Silk
Gloves
;
ly
acknowledged
by
the
persons
benefilted,
Tell ./I the spires of grass the meads
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
remedyhad been resorted to in vain.
“
Silk
Pic-Nic
.
He;
Produce, when spring propitious leads
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
arid who were previously unacquainted with tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
«
Ku!
T1
do
’
’
The new-born year ; tel) all the drops
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
the beautifully philosophical principles upon the public," as certified to by Physicians and
“
Cotton
and
Worsted
Hose
;
That night, upon their bended tops,
nain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
which they are compounded, and upon omeis.
others.—Let
none condemn
them 1,111,1 ,,,ey
uci uuuo
.x.................
Silk and Raw Silk Shawls
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
Sheds in soft silence, to display
which they consequently act.
have tried them, and then we are certain,
Their beauties with the rising day ;
it be from internal or external injury, it wih be
Handkerchiefs
;
The
LIFE
MEDICINES
recommend
Tell all the sands the ocean laves,
cured bv persevering in the use of these Pills.
themselves in diseases of every form and des- , lhtT
sett|ed pohn with all who have ) Ladies’ Shall'y Hdkfs. ;
Tell all its changes, all its waves;
This great principle of - PURGING” m
j
“
Silk
Fancy
_
do.
;
Their
first
operation
is
to
loosen
(he
v
tab
|
e
PERSIAN
PILLS,
that
1
cription. ’* i»vn uiov
----Or tall, with more labor »us pains,
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
“
“
Scarfs
;
..
.
|
t
he
best
and
most
ef

from the coats of ’be stomach and bowels,
The drops its mighty mass contains ;
found much more convenient to take an eccaFlag Hdkfs. from 8 to 25 cts. ;
the various impurities and crudities constant- i ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet | Cotton
Be this astonishing account
■ sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
Silk
Bandana,
Flag
and
Pongee
locket
Augmented with the fub amount
ly settling around them ; and to remove the been used in America. If every family could
well than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Of all the drops the clou I have shed,
blistered, and salivated-with the certainty that
hardened feces which collect in the convu-j become acquainted with their Sqwmgn ^owEdinboro
’
Shawls
;
Highland
Pi-aid
Where’er their wat’ry fleeces spread ;
if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
huions of the smallest intestines. Other med- ( er over disease, they would ke^P lbeni an‘ i
do.
Thibet
do.
;
Shaily
Through all time’s long protracted tour
«
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
icines only partially cleanse these, and leave i be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply |
Blue
Blk.
Gro
de
Nap
Silk
;
From Adam to the present hour ;
who is benefilted is your Doctor.
Look at the
such collected masses behind as to produce j on the first appearance of disease, ami then1
Still short the sum, nor can it vie
difference between the appearance of those two
Fig’d Green Gro de Swiss do.;
habitual costiveness., with all its train of evils, I how much distress would be avoided ami
With the more numerous years that he
persons—one has been treated by your regular
Black Smshaw do. ;
or sudden diarrhoea, with its imminent dan-1 money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
Embosomed in eternity'.
practitioner—see how paly and debilitated he
Light and Dark Bonnet Silks ;
gers.
This
fact
is
well
known
to
all
regular
,
who
are
hurried
out
of
time
by
neglecting
Were that amount that could contain
is sec how the shadow of death throws his
Fig’d
tk Liiiiu.gs ,
anatomists,
who
examine
the
human
bowels
;
disease
in
its
first
stages,
or
by
not
being
m
White
solitary alance from his emaciated countenance,
In its vast orb the earth and main ;
Silk and Cotton Velvet-; Col’il and
after
death
;
hence
the
prejudice
of
those
i
1
possession
of
a
remedy
which
they
can
place
,
With figures were it clustered o’er,
Cambrics ; Lawns; Muslins ; Laces; White sec how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
well
informed
men
against
quack
medicines
Without one cypher in the score ;
dependence upon.
.
.
I Linen Hdkfs.; Wrought Lace Collars; White sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitution,
—or medicines prepared and heralded to the
And would your tabbing thought assign
fry* All who wish to guard against sickness,
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
Veils, &c. &c.
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit. 1 e
The total of the crowded line,
public by ignorant persons. The second ef should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely, Lace
Gents.
Kid,
Buck
and
Linen
Gloves;
How scant th’ amount 1 th’ attempt how vain
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver comfect of the Life Medicines is to cleanse the when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
Kid Walking Shoesand Slippers ;
laint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
To reach duration’s endless chain !
kidneys and the bladder, and by this means, from youth to old age, when taken according
Blch’d Shirting from 6pO 14 cents ;
For, when as many years are run,
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! 1. e.
the liver and the lungs, the healthful action jI to the directions.
.
Unbounded age is but begun I
5-4 “ Sheeting ;
*
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
of which entirely depends upon the regular
Q^Call for the bill that accompanies each
Bro. Shirting from 6| to 10 cents ;
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Attend, oh man, with awe divine ;
ity of the urinary organs. The blood, which box in all cases.M
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
“ Sheeting from 8 to 12^ “
For this eternity is thine !
takes its red color from the agency ot the liv
The Insurrection^ or Per
MERCURV — and positively make a man mis
“ Drillings ;
er and lungs before it passes into the heart, sian AHs.-These pills raise from the great
erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
Ticking from 12£ to 23 cents 5
J E W D AV ID’S OR H E- being thus purified by them, and nourished est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state ■ Bed
A small assortment of FANCY GOODS. |I called curing. Shocking folly !
by food coming from a clean stomach, cours of strength, health and happiness.
BREW PLASTER.
Let us now look at your “ purged man—tne
1 he
Also, a large Stock of Cloths, such as
man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
F|NHL peculiarities of this Chemical Com- es freely through the veins, renews every name of these pills originated from the cir Blk., Blue Blk., Blue, Lo“don_^r|<?'VI1»^
1
pound are owing to its extraordinary part of the system, and triumphantly mounts cumstance of the medicine being found on y Green, Invisible Green BROADCLO1HS, Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
conscious strength, his countenance is clear
effects upon the animal fibre or nerves, lig the banner of health in the blooming cheek. in the cemetries of Persia. This vegetable together with a good stock of
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
Moffat’s Vegetable Life Medicines have production being of a peculiar kind, led to
aments and muscles ; its vi tues being caiCASS1MERES & SATINETTS,
the feeling of new life and animation; he has
ried by them to the immediate seat of dis been thoroughly tested, and pronounced a experiments as to its medical qualities and of a variety of colors and qualities.
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
sovereign remedy for Dyspepsia, Flatulency, virtues, in half a century it became an es
ease, or of pain and weakness.
Groceries
.
ed nothing but the tiwe Brandreth Pills, and
However good any internal remedy may Palpitation of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, tablished medicine for the diseases of that
Sou.,
Y.
Hyson
and
Pou.
TEAS
;
Havana
soon rose without any injury being sustained
Heartburn
and
Headache,
Restlessness,
Illbe this, as an external application, will prove
country. The extract of this singular pro Bro. and White Lump and Loaf SUGA Kb , by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
a powerful auxiliary in removing the dis temper, Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, , duction was introduced into some parts of Pepper ; Spice ; Ginger; Tobacco ; Cloves ; a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
ease and facilitating the cure in cases of Lo Costiveness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all (Europe in the year 1783, and used by many Cinnamon ; Coffee, &c. &c.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
blood and fluids have become purified .and hav
cal Inflammation, Scrofulous Affections,> kinds, Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
—also —
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
King’s Evil, Gout, inflammatory and Chron kinds, Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Con- 'eases, where all other medicines had been us
Glass
and
Crockery
Ware
;
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not o°rJ1Q
ic Rheumatism, and in all cases where seated1 sumption, Scurvy, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, 1ed in vain. Early in the year 1/92, the
Hard
Ware
;
Butts
;
Screws
;
Door
Latch

down by useless particles, but has renewed his
Scorbutic Eruptions and Bad Complexions, extract was combined with a certain vegeta
pain or weakness exists.
ci
and ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in es ;
life and body both.
., „
■, ,1»
A gentleman travelling in the South of Eruptive Complaints, Sallow, Cloudy,
Looking-Glasses, &c. &c.
Khpiiii)
liieuicHiv imp
„
. .
...
rpi
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
Rheum,’ I Ole
Europe and Palestine, in 1830, heard so. other Disagreeable complexions,ulSaltInfluenza
the East lidies, and formed ,nt0 l,llls' * ‘
M. J. Goss will keep constantly on hand‘ «Pills, removes nothing but the useless and deInfluenza,
much said in the latter place in praise of Erysipelas, Common Colds and
which
afflict admirable effect of this compound upon he
particles from the body,-the morbid and
v*”
"1’ oàr- human system, led »hy-cta^ ami formta Paints and Oils ; Japan ; Varnish ; Turpen‘ cayed
Jew David’s Plaster ; and of the (as he con and various other complaints ,T
A?ue
corrupt humors of the blood; those humors
; Dve Woods, &c.
sidered) miraculous cures it had performed, the human frame. In Fever and Ague, par into its general use. Their long established. tine
’ fr?=>the above Goods were bought ow' which cause disease—they impede the functhat he was induced to try it on his own ticularly, the Life Medicines have been most character, their universal and healing virtues, and carefully selected, and will be sold as low' tious of the liver when they settle upon that
person, for a Lung and Liver Affection, the eminently successful ; so much so that in the the detergent and cleansing qualities ol itm” as can be purchased in the county.
organ, and whi ch, when they settle upon the
removal of which had been the chief object Fever and Ague districts, Physicians almost specifical action upon the glandular part of
([^Ladies and gentlemen purchasing, are muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
of his journey, but which had resisted the universally prescribe them.
the system, are such as will sustain their rep
to call and examine.
consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
All that Mr1. Moffat requires of his patients utation and general use in the American Re invited
genial ‘influence of that balmy and delicious
M. J. Goss feels confident that all those who duce
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
climate.
may wish to purchase Goods will find as sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
He accordingly applied a plaster on the cines strictly according to the directions. It public.
good an assortment and prices as lew as can of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
right side of the chest, where the pain was is not by a newspaper notice, or by any thing
[O’ TO MOTHERS. XB
be found in the country. A share of the pub all who behold them.
seated, another between the shoulders, and he himself may say in their favour, that he
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
Messrs. E. Chase
Co.
GentJ-fHeJri.?^ lic patronage is respectfully solicited.
one over the region of the liver. In the hopes to gain credit. Il is alone by the re much said about the extraordinary effects of the
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
sults
of
a
fair
trial.
mean time, he drank freely of an herb tea
Resurrection or Persian Pills^upon those a ou
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
WANTED
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL, de to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
of laxative qualities. He soon found bis
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
10 tons good BUTTER.
health improving : and in a few weeks his signed as a Domestic Guide to Health. This trial ol them. My wife was at that time the
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Alfred, June 8, 1840.
3m- I known, and more and more appreciated.
cough left him, the sallowness of his skin dis little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 mother of five children, and had suffered the
The cure by purging may more depend up
appeared, his pain was removed, and his Broadway, New Y7ork, has been published most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr. after her confinement of each. She ha
health became perfectly reinstated.
Since that time he has been recommend Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found every means and taken much medicine, but n^HE most barefaced and villainous, is so ,than may be generally imagined. Whatever
common, that persons afflicted with LIN- (tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
little or no relief.-She commenced .akmg 1
ing it to his friends and acquaintances, for highly interesting to persons seeking health. found
the Persian Pills about three months before her GERING COMPLAINTS, are often imposed jit tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
It^treats
upon
prevalent
diseases
and
the
all fixed pains whatever ; such as Rheuma
confinement, (her health being very poor about on by pretended cure-alls, and have reason for ,
exercise is seen.
tism, Gout, Head-ache, Nervous looth-ache, causes thereof. Price 25 cents—for sale by this length of time previous) and soon alter was the most heart-rending suspense, but when I an of constant
When constant exercise cannot be used
Pain in the side, hip, back and limbs, in eve Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a nounce that-“ If, after giving them a fair trial FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
ry case of which it lias proved an effectual
mother to her family until her confinement. At for the complaints specified below, they prove Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
(^MOFFAT’S LIFE MEDICINES— the
cure. He has likewise witnessed the happy
time she commenced taking the Persian useless the money shall be refunaed, it is pre Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
The
efficacy
of
Moffat
’
s
Life
Pills
and
PhePills, and for several weeks previous, she was at- sumed, that they will not hesitate about trying of life, are kept free from those impurities
effects of its softening and healing qualities
,
nix
Bitters
having
been
tested
by
thousands
flicted with a dry, bard cough and frequent_ se
in numberless cases of Scrofulous Humors,
which would prevent its steady current minis
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
Knots, 'A ns. White Swelling, Hard Tu yearly, for several years, and having estab- vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entire y my AMERICAN RENOVATING PILLS,
mours, Stiff Joints, Ague.Cakes, Ague in the lished beyond further cavil their infinite su- removed before using half a box It is with an invaluable remedy for all Bilious, Consump vented from becoming mixed with it. It is Ma
confidence that we advise all those■ ab^ tive and Dropsical complaints, and a sure cure ture which is thus assisted through the means
Breast, and the like, to the united satisfactioni periority over all other specifics for human great
maladies, as the published testimony of bun- to
; become mothers, to make use of the Persian for the Dropsy, except that of the head, unless and outlets which she has provided for herself.
of himself aud others.
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
Il has likewise been very beneficial in ca■ dreds of grateful citizens has shown, Mr.• neighborhood have got along in the same easy the patient has been tapped or saturated witq
preparations, either of winch renders are 241 BROADWAY,, 185 Hudson st. and 276
ses of weakness, such as Weakness and Pain Moffat respectfully suggests to the considera' manner, and are about house in a few days. amercurial
between Prince and, Houston Sts.
in the Stomach, Weak Limbs, Lameness, Af tion of invalids suffering from whatsoever. There does not appear to be half the danger ot cure doubtful, though such cases have been Bowery,
Philadelphia^ North Eight Street.
by them.
„
. t
fections of (he Spine, Female Weaknesses, malady they may, whether it is better io con. other difficulties setting in after confinement cured
These Pills are composed or a great variety oi
Baltimore, 8Ó South Charles Street.
&c. No ferriale subject to pain or weakness tinue to suffer the pangs and tortures oi dis-. I| where these Pills are taken.—We unitedly say, simple physical and restorative medicines, and
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
in the back or side, should be without it. ease,or by applying the remedy furnished in, let none neglect taking them, for they are in the they have effected the most astonishing cures
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Married ladies, in delicate situations, find his LIFE MEDICINES, obtain a restoration reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are when “ Regular Physicians” and every thing
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
to
health,
comfort
and
enjoyment
?
He
truly
thankful
that
there
is
a
remedy
which
fe

! else had failed, the patient having been given up
119 Main street.
great relief from constantly wearing this
thinks there can be but one answer to this males can easily procure which bids to lessen the ij to die ; and testimonials are continually being
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
plaster.
,
,
world
of
suffering,
which
many
of
them
have
to
question
—
and
that
answer
an
immediate
ap

received,
showing
their
wonderful
efficacy
in
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
The application of this Plaster between the
bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands building up debilitated constitutions and securing
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
shoulders^ has been found a certain remedy plication of the SOVEREIGN ANTI which otherwise would be lost,
| the Health;
DOTES
to
be
obtained
at
his
principal
of

Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
4 ,.
for Colds, Coughs, Phthisic and Lung AfRochester, May 14lh, 1838 ; corner of Cakdo- I A full statement of extraordinary facts, direcMontreal, 63 Notre Dame.
fections, in their primary stages. it des fice, 375 Broadway, or at any of his numer nia square, Edinburgh street,
Par' ’1 lions to Consumptive persons, and Certificates
\PTHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
(
troys inflammation, by producing a copious ous agencies.
may be found in a pamphlet, a copy of which ac- purporting to be Brandreth’s Pills.
ticulars, see subscribers.
b. q
(t/^These
valuable
Medicines
are
for
sale
perspiration. No physician should be with
Never purchase without being positively sure
comoanies each box.
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
A box of 2 ounces is sold at the very low price that the person selling has an Engraved cer
out it.
Certificates
can
be
procured
by
calling
up

It has lately been discovered that the Jew
August 6, 1840.
_______________ _
of 50 cents, and tc prevent imposition the names tificate of Agency, and (EFobserve it has been
on the agents in the villages, who have a large i of all persons, who are made agents for selling renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
David’s or Hebrew Plaster is a sure remedy
B.Ebill containing a treatise on most diseases, them, will be found annexed to my advertise after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
for Corns as the following certificate will
their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui ment in the State paper for tho time being.
show—more can be seen by calling upon our
holder are genuine.
testimonials.
rinHIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands touslv
E- w- CAPRON & Co.,
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
agents in the Villages.
Though
1
prefer
that
the
success
of
my
Pills
1. unrivalled for the following complaints,
Agents for Vr. and New Hampshire,
by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
CERTIFICATE.
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv to whom all orders must be addressed (post1 should rest on their own intrinsic merits, I an Agent in Maine-or by ordering from my
East Bloomfield, Feb. 18,1840.
nex the following as specimens ol the many cer Principal New England Office,
Messrs Comstock & Co,—I feel myself under er, Bilious Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cos- paid) Rochester, N. Y.
tificates I have on hand.
19 Hanover St., 19-BOSTON.
erreat obligation to you or your Jew Davids tiveness, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by For sale by the following Agents :
Cumberland, Aug. 2d, lo37.
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
Plaster. 1 have been troubled with corns on cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
This
may
certify,
that
in
the
spring
of
1829,
I
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
my toes for seventeen years, and tried almost pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
Wells, Seth Hatch.
was
seized
with
a
fever,
which
afterwards
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
every thing that was recommended, but could and Coughs of long standing, Hoarseness,
N'orlh-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
brought on the Dropsy. After trying several
fit.4 nothing that did any good, till I tried the shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. August 6, 1840.
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck
physicians
to
no
advantage,
I
went
to
Poilland,
Hebrew Piaster. 1 pared the corns and applied Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
and placed myself under the care of Dr. Brown ; and Seleucus Adams ;
the Plaster, after having it on about twenty-four in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; gvo bottles
Lyman, William Huntress;
after repeated trials to no effect, I was
JEFFERSO3» house when,
hours the Plaster came off, and the corns pealed have been known to cure this afflicting dis
Alfred, B. F. Chadbourne ;
pronounced totally incurable. Despairing of hfe,
off and left a hollow plate, and are entirely well,
14, 15 and 16 Ann Street, Boston.
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery
which had now become a burden to me, I return
ease after having baffled every exertion for
and as smooth as th y ever were.
-------ooo-----ed to my parents in Cumberland, in 1830, and
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
four years.—It has a most powerful influence,,
Yours Respectfully,
HIS house is one of the oldest and most gave myself up to a lingering death. Hearing
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
in removing nervous complaintSi It is pleas
WONTON JOSLIN.
respectable in the City, having been es- of the great success of Mr. J. G. Fernald s
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
N. B. I would advise ail those afflicted with ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
i tablished many years. It is in the centrePills,
of however, in cases similar to my own, I
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
corns, to make trial of the Hebrew Plasterit may be administered to the infant with
business, and well supplied with the best the was persuaded to try them, as a last resort. To
E. W. CAPRON & CO.
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
safety.
market affords. Merchants and others from my great surprise as well as satisfaction, I soon
Rochester, N. Y.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
found
myself
recovering
;
and
upon
taking
his
the
countrv
will
4
find
every
thing
to
make
Agents for Vermont and N- Hampshire.
DANIEL REMICH.
Pills the Dropsy left me, and I became perfectly Spear ;
For sale, also, by the following sub-Agents :
them
comfortable.
Fri
j
e
o
7
s
5
E
^
,S
D
^^
5
'Who will supply the article, to dealers, at
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
well in the course of six months. I make this
Kennebunk, Alexander. Warren ; Kenne
the lowest wholesale prices.
__________
statement, and wish it published for the benefit man ;
bunk port, Oliver Bourn ; Wells, Seth Hatch ;
May 9, 1840.
of those who are suffering under similar cases;
Yzork, Alexander Dennett ;
Treasury Office^ ?
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
that they may know what has cured one who has
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Jlugusta, July 29, 1840. $
August 15, 1840.
___
suffered every thing but death, and who consid
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
OTICE is hereby given, that the Annual
ers
his
life
saved
by
the
above
medicin^
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
AKEN in execution, and to
E. b. 1 [iUMlo.
School Fund apportioned to the sever
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
be sold at Public Vendue,
JAMES HILL, Esq. of North Yarmouth, has
al Towns and Cities in this State, for the year
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
on Saturday the 5lh day of September,
authorized1840,
me to state, that after having buried
1840, together with the Roll of Accounts for at three of the clock
P. M. at the store of four daughters, all of whom died of a constitu P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
rations to the Militia, &c. will be paid at the William G. Conant,
Parsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
te,
m the county , t-onal Consumpti0n, the fifth and only remaining
in
Alfred, in
adjourned Session of the Legislature in Sep
ight
in equity
which Jotharn I
wag iven up to aie, with the same coni- J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
of
York,
all
the
rig
---,
v
tember, upon application at this office.
- -... has to redeem
-“''““’’‘plaint,
Physicians.” In
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Jones of said Alfred, yeoman,
...... ? by „several
------- “.Regular
=
D. WILLIAMS, Treas’r.
eha n^mmpnrpd
Limington, James McArthur;
a certain tract of land, situate at said Alfred, '’ iu;
this______________
situation she
commenced t.akinor
taking mV
my ““ AmerAmerThe publishers of newspapers in this State with the buildings thereon, and
ana privileges j ¡can
1Can Renovating
tlenovaung Pills.
rius,"” ?"
andrl by ««rcovnrm.r
persevering ar.acWaterborough, James Leavett;
are requested to insert the foregoing and send thereto belonging, being the homestead farm cording to my directions, she was in > !•» »““
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
thereto neiongi, o,
_
the game teslored l0 hea|th, ,nd has been able to d.stheir bill to this office for payment.
Buxton, T. Bolles ;
whereon said Jotham now lives
D. WILLIAMS, Treas’r.
mortgage
made by said oha.ge her domestic duties now for six or seven
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
being
subject
to
a
l
„
v
August 5, 1840.
Acton, Wm. Evans.
Jotham to Jonathan Farnurn, John Conant ^Agents.—Dr. A. E. Small, Portland, General
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
and Alvah Conant, dated January 26, 1829— Agent ;—County of York—Daniel Remich,
ROOM PAPER.
241 Broadway, N. Y,
referring thereto for description.—Terms at Kennebunk ; William J Condon, Saco; EbeneCARPETING
RE MICH has this day received 1000 sale. SAMUEL M. PARSONS, D. Sh’ff.
May, 1839.
zer Sawyer, Hollis ;— County of Hancock Aus
For sale by
JAMES LORD.
• rolls Room Paper—a great variety of Alfred, August 1, 1840._________ tatin & Jordan, Ellsworth.
„„r.KT.Trk
Kennebunk, June 26,1840.
Writing’ Fluid,
patterns,—which will be sold very cheap,—
JOSEPH G. FERNALD.
some as low as 12A cents per roll.
HARRISON ALMANACS
Portland, May 1st, 1838.
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
STATIONERY.
Kennebunk, May 13, 1840.
as free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
RESH supplies of Quills, Metallic Pens ;
FOR 1841 ;
their durability without their corrosive prop
ADIZ SALT, for sale by
Blue, Black and Red Ink ; Ink-pow
HARRISON Letter Paoer,
AND PAt ER—a good article—for sale
S. H. GOULD.
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
der, &c. &c. Just received by
For sale by
D. REMICH.
low, by
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk-port, July 18,1840.
6w,
March 12, 1840.
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk,
July
17,
1840.
i Kennebunk May 13,1840.
Kennebunk, May 13,1840.
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